
PhD Application Process 

 

*PhD Supervision - Lead Supervisor and Co Supervisor 
One member of the supervisory team must have experience of successfully supervising at least one PhD student through to completion. 

Lead Supervisor - will take the lead on subject expertise/methodological guidance but either the Lead Supervisor or a co-supervisor can oversee the 
management and mentoring of the PhD. Lead is not required to have a completion as long as another team member has. 

Co-Supervisor - The co-supervisor should be appointed by the Academic School based on relevant research experience and subject knowledge related to 
the PhD applicant’s research area. 

**Possibly 3 supervisors if necessary. 
Either the lead supervisor or a co-supervisor can oversee the management and mentoring of the PhD. The lead is not required to have a completion as long 

as one member of the team has 

 

Applicant or expressions of interest contact Suffolk 
Doctoral College, either requesting further 

information about PGR studies or with a completed 
application form.

Application is sent on to Associate Dean for Research 
and Knowledge Exchange within the appropriate 

Academic School. 
(week one)

Associate Dean for Research and Knowledge Exchange 
reviews application and organises appropriate 

supervision team*
(week one-three)

When potential supervisors are identified, the 
Associate Dean invites applicant for interview and the 
following additional documents are requested (if not 
already received): CV, passort scan, certificates and 

transcripts from UG and Masters. 
For funded PhDs terms and conditions and stipends 
need to be in place prior to interview and can take 

some weeks to arrange
(Week three-four)

Once applicant accepts invitation to interview - the 
two references they have provided in the application 
form are contacted by the Suffolk Doctoral College.

(week three-four)

Interview takes place and applicant may be requied to 
make some changes to proposal and resend to 

supervisors within a deadline. 
(week four - six)

Once the supervisory team have confirmed they are 
happy with the proposal and all documents are 

received from applicant and interview panel, an offer 
of study is made 

(Please note for international students applying and 
receiving appropriate student visa can take a few 

weeks)
(week six-eight)

Upon acceptance of the offer induction, enrolment 
and student handbook details are sent to candidate. 
The superivsion team informed that first superivsion 

meeting can be booked

(week eight-nine)

All paperwork saved in student file, Brighton 
University informed of new student. PhD study can 

commence and student get inducted into school and 
welcomed by Suffolk Doctoral College team

(from week ten)


